Inaccurate singing as a dynamic phenomenon: Interval matching a live vocal model increases accuracy levels of inaccurate singers
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1. Introduction

One of the most powerful and enjoyable gifts given to man is the ability to communicate with others in song. But for some the gift remains unwrapped. One aspect of such “Non-singing” which has received much attention in the last years is “out of tune” (OOT) singing. Previous studies have found that accuracy of singing or level of OOT is not a static factor. Recent research suggests that the degree of acoustical/physical match of the stimulsi source (in terms of vocal range and timbre), to those of a participant, has a significant influence on accuracy levels. This in turn suggests some involvement of a mirror system which could be enhanced when the target tones are produced by a live visible human source. In the current experiment we asked a group of participants, who varied in their ability to sing accurately, to vocally match target intervals produced in five different manners: A live voice of a professional soprano, two versions of her recorded voice, one defined as optimal vocal production and the other defined as poor, “forced” vocal production, a piano played “live” in front of the participants, and a recorded piano. Preliminary findings suggest a significant improvement in accuracy when participants matched intervals produced vocally in comparison to intervals produced by a piano. Furthermore, the improvement was significantly heightened in the live voice condition.

2. Method

Twelve women and 8 men with little or no years of musical training, who varied in their ability to sing accurately, took part in the experiment. They were asked to vocally match five target intervals which were presented in ascending and in descending pitch direction. The intervals were chosen to cover a wide range of factors that could potentially influence the participant’s performance. The intervals were presented in six blocks in randomized order: live piano (LP), recorded piano (RP), live voice using optimal vocal production (L-OV), live voice using forced artificial voice production (L-FV), recorded voice using optimal voice production (R-OV), and recorded voice using poor-forced voice production (R-FV). The live conditions were presented to participants with full view of either the singer or the piano. A pitch-discrimination test, a “tonal memory” subtest from Seashore’s (1960) test of musical abilities, was administered in order to examine if the accuracy levels achieved by the participants were compatible with their pitch-discrimination skills. After the pitch-discrimination and pitch-matching tasks, self-assessment and background information questionnaires were administered.

3. Results

Results reported are based upon repeated measures ANOVA in which the condition of presentation was the independent variable (L-V, R-OV, R-FV, RP, LP) and the dependent variable was accuracy of reproducing the entire interval. This ANOVA yielded a significant effect [F(4,48) = 6.04, p < 0.001, η² = 0.28]. Contrast analyses revealed that the voice conditions were more accurate than piano conditions (M = 93.9, SD = 51.2 and M = 172.9, SD = 135.9 for the voice versus the piano conditions respectively). In the current study we further examine the influence of the human voice model on singing abilities of OOTs. We hypothesize that the advantage of the human voice for improving accuracy in pitch matching has to do with activation of the sensorimotor loop possibly enhanced by the mirror neurons system. We therefore hypothesize that the improvement in singing accuracy should be even bigger if the sound source is a live singer modelling optimal vocal production. In order to test this hypothesis we asked 20 participants to vocally match intervals presented in five conditions interplaying the variables of timbre (vocal vs. instrumental), manner of presentation (live vs. recorded) and vocal production (poor forced vs. optimal vocal technique). We hypothesized that vocally originating target intervals would be more beneficial to accuracy levels than those instrumental. We further hypothesized that the recorded piano variant would be the least beneficial while the live voice optimally produced would be the most beneficial variant.

4. Conclusion

In summary, the results of this study support the hypothesis that the human voice model is effective in improving accuracy in pitch matching. The live voice condition resulted in the highest accuracy levels, followed by the recorded voice condition. The live piano condition was the least accurate. The study suggests that the human voice model is important in improving accuracy in pitch matching.
LV, and R-OV and R-FV failed to reach significance ($p = 0.077, \eta^2 = 0.17$ and $p = 0.903, \eta^2 = 0.001$, respectively). In all measures (first tone, second tone and interval) low SDs in the live voice condition implies that this advantage was true for most intervals and most participants.

Conclusions

Preliminary findings suggest a significant improvement in accuracy when participants match intervals produced vocally in comparison to intervals produced by a piano. The advantage of the voice condition over the piano conditions was robust and clear whether we examined the first tone of the interval, the second tone or the entire interval. This finding supports those studies that have found an advantage in accuracy in singing tasks when the presented stimuli were in a human voice versus a musical instrument (Moore et al., 2008; Watts and Hall, 2008). However, while all previous studies have presented recorded voice and most often electronically manipulated vocal sounds, we presented live singing which as hypothesized led to the best singing accuracy. In fact, the mean deviation of sung intervals in this condition was less than 50 cents (M = 46.0, SD = 39.2 cents), keeping the mean accuracy below the deviation considered as out of tune (100 cents). In a world in which most music consumption is through electronic devices, we should remember that sung music communicates best when it emanates from a live human body, especially when vocal imitation is concerned.
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